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A P R I L  2 0 0 9  C H A P T E R  M E E T I N G  
Design Solutions for Today’s Building Industry 

  Date:             Tuesday, April 14, 2009 
  Location:       Juanitas Party Room 
  Time:             11:30 am  Lunch and Meeting               
  Seminar          12:00 pm Seminar 
  Cost:       $20 Lunch and Seminar 
       $10 Seminar only 

Learning Units: 1 LU/HSW, 1 PDH, 1 CEH, 0.1 CEU 
 

Todd Hartman, with Georgia-Pacific Gypsum Corp., LLC, will deliver a 
presentation that will include how to effectively design durable wall systems 
for commercial construction by protecting walls from potential damaging 
moisture insulation. He will explain the performance differences between paper 
faced and fiberglass mat gypsum wallboard technology in high moisture        
conditions, and explain how educated product choices and fiberglass mat design 
decisions can assist with moisture management. 

Source: http://www.juanitas.com/annex.html 
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March  Monthly Meeting –Joint with 
NAWIC  

The Construction Specifications Institute is a nationwide non-profit technical organization dedicated to the                 
improvement of specifications and building practices in the construction industry through service, education and        
research.  Founded in 1948, CSI provides a forum for architects, engineers, specification writers, contractors,  
suppliers and others in our industry.  Membership is open to all who are involved in the built environment. Please 
contact  Chapter Membership Chairman, Jeff Marcussen, CSI, CDT at 374-8677or Richard Stenger, CSI, CDT at      
221-9600, or any chapter officer listed on page 12 of this newsletter. 

Construction Specwork is the monthly newsletter of the Little Rock Chapter of the Construction Specifications Institute, Inc.  Opinions and 
advertising expressed in the newsletter are those of the contributors, and do not necessarily reflect the opinions, policies or practices of the 
Construction Specifications Institute. The newsletter is funded, in part, by the sponsors listed within this newsletter.   

 

Thank you to Zac McRae, Sales Consultant with     
Da-Lite Screen  Company for giving us a very        
informative presentation on the “Fundamentals of  
Projection Screens.”   
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March Madness is upon us!!  It seems the whole world has gone mad at times these days.  We’re 
watching the economy, the construction schedules and hoping the owners will still have the funds 
to continue the projects not only about to begin, but also those of which we’re deep involved.  All 
of this, on top of keeping our families included in daily tasks of every day life. 
 
It is also that time of year when CSI begins to really get busy.  Gulf Sates Region Conference is 
May 15th and 16th in Ocean Springs, Mississippi, with the Leadership Retreat, usually held in Jack-
son, MS each year, being held the day before the conference due to scheduling conflicts with the 
Conference.  Deadline for registration is April 30th.  I strongly encourage you to attend this event. 

 
As previously stated in earlier newsletters, Billy Mathis has planned an extraordinary event 
for us in August.  Little Rock will host the Gulf States Leadership Meeting August 7th and 8th.  
This will also run in conjunction with our  annual chapter golf tournament.  So, we need ALL 
HANDS ON DECK!!!  If there is something you’d be interested in doing, please let Billy 
know.  We will be calling for committee chairs and asking you to be on a team for this big 
event. 
 

National Convention, Construct2009, is in Indianapolis, Indiana, June 16th thru the 19th. 
Thanks to Billy Mathis for our awards submittal, the chapter once again will be receiving the Outstanding Chapter 
Award.  Billy has done an outstanding job and looks forward to working with new chair, Melinda Jester in the upcom-
ing year. 
 
As you can see, Spring has indeed sprung!  Buckle up and “Here We Go!!!” 
 
Kelly Phillips 
LR CSI Chapter President 
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P R E S I D E N T ’ S  M E S S A G E  
K E L L Y  P H I L L I P S ,  C S I  

Little Rock Chapter of The Construction Specification Institute 
Summary of minutes from the March, 2009 board meeting by Clark Wood, CSI, CCCA 

No Meeting held 
 

Next Board Meeting—April 8, 2009  at ASCO     

Happy Anniversary  
Renewal Reminders 

(for those who have not already renewed) 
DON’T FORGET TO RENEW YOUR MEMBERSHIP  
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New energy code expected to be 15% more efficient 

The 2009 edition of the International Energy Conservation Code (IECC)—the national model energy code of choice for 
states, cities and counties that adopt codes—is published and now available for adoption by jurisdictions. 
 
The IECC published by the International Code Council is tied to federal law determined by Congress and the U.S.     
Department of Energy (DOE) through the Energy Policy Act of 1992. It is the only energy code that serves as the basis 
for federal tax credits for energy-efficient homes, energy efficiency standards for federal residential buildings and  
manufactured housing, and state energy code determinations. 
 
Recent legislation passed by the U.S. House of Representatives includes $3.4 billion in energy assistance grants for 
states if the International Code Council’s 2009 IECC is adopted and administered. The American Recovery and         
Reinvestment Act (HR 1) requires governors who want a share of state energy assistance grants to certify their state will 
adopt an energy code for one- and two-family homes, townhouses and low-rise, multiple-family buildings that meets or 
exceeds provisions in the 2009 IECC for residential construction, and the ANSI/ASHRAE/IESNA Standard 90.1-2007, 
as referenced in the 2009 IECC for commercial buildings.  
 
The 2009 IECC will produce approximately 15% in energy efficiency gains compared to the 2006 edition, according to 
DOE. As a result, homes and commercial buildings, including schools and hospitals built in jurisdictions that adopt the 
2009 IECC, will consume less energy and help the environment by reducing emissions associated with building         
operation.  
 
A U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) ruling published in the Federal register clears the way for establishing the 2009 
International Energy Conservation Code (IECC) as a safe harbor equivalent to the ANSI/ASHRAE/IESNA 90.1     
Standard.  The ruling says the Standard, or equivalents like the 2009 IECC, would achieve greater energy efficiency in 
commercial buildings compared to previous editions. 
 
Adopted at the state and local level in 39 states and Washington, D.C., the IECC residential and commercial procedures 
have a strong following and a well-developed format that is simple to use and familiar to code officials. To purchase the 
2009 IECC and other International Code see http://www.iccsafe.org/2009icodes.    
 
New energy efficient provisions in the 2009 IECC include: 
 
• Improved window and skylight efficiencies for homes constructed in “warm humid” and “hot humid” climates 

which lower energy costs during cooling periods. 
• An increase in insulation R-values for walls, floors and basements in cold climates to achieve greater heating and 

cooling savings. 
• High-efficiency light bulbs as a requirement in at least 50% of permanent lighting fixtures in new homes. 
• New separate requirements for high-rise condominiums and apartments regarding commercial insulation and win-

dow tables. 
• Radiant heating requirements for unenclosed public spaces; 
 
 
 
     CONTINUED NEXT PAGE……... 

T E C H N I C A L  T O P I C S  
B Y  K A R L  H A N S O N ,  C S I ,  C C S ,  C C C A  

REPRINT—NEWS RELEASE 
DATED January 28, 2009 
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• Clear depiction of mechanical provisions regarding when and where a Demand Control Ventilation strategy is     
required. 

 

The International Code Council, a membership association dedicated to building safety and fire prevention, develops the codes used 
to construct residential and commercial buildings, including homes and schools. Most U.S. cities, counties and states choose the 
International Codes, building safety codes developed by the International Code Council. 
Contact Steve Daggers:  1-888-ICC-SAFE  (422-7233) ext. 4212.   
 

Reprinted from: International Code Council News Release dated January 28, 2009.   
 
http://www.iccsafe.org/news/nr/2009/0128_2009IECC.html  
 
Written permission to use copyrighted material was sought from, and granted by, the ICC.  ICC has also granted permis-
sion for other CSI Chapter newsletters to reprint this article provided the Chapter, 1) Does not profit by reprint of ICC 
material, and 2) Acknowledges that written permission to use copyrighted material was sought from, and granted by, 
ICC.   

T E C H N I C A L  T O P I C S –  C O N T I N U E D  
B Y  K A R L  H A N S O N ,  C S I ,  C C S ,  C C C A  

A  SPECIAL THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS 
BALDWIN & SHELL CONSTRUCTION COMPANY 
General Contractor and Construction Manager since 1946.  Medical/educational facilities, financial and commercial         
institutions, churches, tenant finish, pre-engineered buildings, renovations and restorations.  501-374-8677,                         
fax: 501-375-7649. 
BITEC, INC. 
An Arkansas manufacturer of superior quality APP and SBS modified bitumen-roofing membranes in various colors.  
BITEC also offers “mineral design” membranes in 8 different patterns and 13 color combinations. For information call 1-
800-535-8597 or visit our web site: www.bi-tec.com 
CROMWELL ARCHITECTS ENGINEERS 
Providing architectural and engineering design services since 1885.  Visit our web page at www.cromwell.com.  Contact:  
Art Kelly  or Cindy Toney 501-372-2900.  E-mail: artkelly@cromwell.com. 
ENLOE ENTERPRISE LLC 
Supplier of specialty masonry and accessories: Premier  Burnished & Glazed Concrete Masonry, Terracotta &   Ceramic 
Rainscreen Cladding, Hyload Cloaked Flashing Systems, EaCo Chem Masonry Cleaning & Restoration Solutions,    
Mortar Net Drainage Systems. Contact: Vickie Enloe. CSI. CDT 800-373-6563. www.EnloeEnterprise.com. E-mail 
V@EnloeEnterprise.com. 
PETTIT & PETTIT CONSULTING ENGINEERS, INC. 
Expertise in plumbing, heating and air conditioning, electrical,  energy   conservation, communications and fiber optics 
for  institutional,  commercial and industrial facilities such as universities, health facilities, office buildings, data process 
and manufacturing.  501-374-3731,  fax: 501-374-1802 .   E-mail:  pettit@pettitinc.com 
THYSSENKRUPP ELEVATOR CORPORATION   
ThyssenKrupp Elevator—Little Rock, provides Elevators, Dumbwaiters, Cartlifts, Escalators and Handicapped Lifts for 
New Construction, Modernization of existing elevator equipment, Repair and Upgrades to existing Elevators and       
Service/Maintenance. Contact Richard Stenger, at  (501) 221-9600 for additional information.                                    
Email: Richard.Stenger@thyssenkrupp.com.   
W. R. MEADOWS, INC. 
Longtime manufacturer, since 1949, of quality waterproofing and  vaporproofing products (MEL-ROL, PMPC,           
PERMINATOR). In the forefront of manufacturing permeable and impermeable air barriers (AIR-SHIELD and AIR-
SHIELD LMP). Supplying the construction industry with the GREEN LINE of VOC-compliant products for the curing and 
sealing of concrete. Call Paul Goolsby at 1-800-342-5976 or Email pgoolsby@wrmeadows.com. 
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Region News Update 
 
Hello to all.  Spring is here and things such as flowers, trees, and allergies are in full sprouting, 
thus we are all suffering.  But it sure beats the 8 to 12 inches of snow that some had to fight this 
winter.  And with spring, trees and plants return to their growth process and new leaves sprout 
and they get back into a growth cycle.  While I hope none of us are sprouting leaves or 
branches, we too get back into somewhat of a growth cycle, or at least activities that take place 
during the spring and summer months.  So I will limit our comparison of us and trees to that. 
 
Recent elections took place at institute for fiscal year 2010, and while some new names and 
positions were determined by votes, one position was already determined.  Our own Mike 
Davis, FCSI, CDT, from Chattanooga, is going to serve this upcoming year as Institute President.  We need to offer 
more than congratulations to him, in that we need to at least ask the question as to what we can do to assist him in this 
monumental task. 
 
The Region Conference is May 15 & 16, 2009 in Ocean Springs, Mississippi.  It is never too late to register to attend.  I 
know that many of the Little Rock Chapter members are planning on attending and as always, I look forward to seeing 
them.  I would love for some of you who have never attended one of these conferences to consider doing so.  I will   
almost make a major wager that you will not leave disappointed.  The Gulf Coast Chapter has done a stellar job in     
putting a wonderful conference together for us.  There will be the mandatory fun things that take place, but at the same 
time, seminars will be held for interesting topics that will offer continuing education for those who require them.  We 
will also be conducting both a board meeting AND an annual business meeting for all members attending.  And it is in 
this business meeting that a vote will be taken regarding the updated Region By-Laws and the Region Operating Guide.  
A task team has spent countless hours in reviewing, making necessary changes to put the Gulf States Region in line with 
the governance changes that were voted on and approved 2 years ago.  The information is available for review at the 
Region website.  PLEASE take the time to review these changes so they can be discussed and approved at that meeting.  
But also, PLEASE review them and offer any comments or suggestions to your Chapter President, Kelly Phillips, who 
can then forward those to the task team for review and possible changes.  Another set of eyes and suggestions is always 
welcome. 
 
The Region Conference is the time that we take to thank those individuals in the Region who have committed many 
hours of time and effort to make both their Chapter and the Region a better organization for all of us.  Region awards 
will be presented, along with the Spec Competition awards.  So don’t miss the opportunity to thank those, and to      
congratulate the winners. 
 
Look forward to seeing you soon.  Take care and thanks for your efforts toward making the Little Rock Chapter one of 
the recipients of The Outstanding Chapter Commendation.  Congratulations to all of you. 
 
Keith West 
 

A Message From Our Industry Director—Gulf States Region 
Region Update by M. Keith West, CSI, CCPR 
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Pictures provided by NAWIC 
LR Chapter CSI and NAWIC joint March Monthly Meeting 
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by Sheldon Wolfe, RA, FCSI, CCS, CCCA 
 

honor: a tangible symbol signifying approval or distinction; to confer honor or distinction; to regard or treat 
with honor or respect 

 

Acknowledgement of effort and contribution is always important, perhaps more so in a volunteer organization. In the 
business world, success and achievement are rewarded by increased salary, bonuses, or other perquisites; the common 
measure of one’s value is the paycheck. Honors and recognition may be important, but rarely do they take precedence 
over money. 
 
In the world of professional organizations, there is an occasional cash reward, but in most cases outstanding work is  
recognized by an award, usually a plaque or other object of little actual value, presented at a ceremony attended by the 
recipient’s peers. 
 
The value of an award depends on a number of things: the importance of the organization making the award, the  
uniqueness of the award, the total number of awards presented, and so on. Even though a plaque has little intrinsic value, 
what it represents can mean a great deal to the recipient, the organization, or a larger community. 
 
We need to recognize contributions, but we also need to have balance. Awards are not equal, and there is no reason they 
should be treated as if they were. With a plaque, or perhaps a statuette or other objet d’art as the top end, there isn’t 
much room to work, but it still is possible to establish a range of ways to show appreciation. 
 
It may not be politically correct, but if awards are to have value, they must reflect the degree of effort they represent. Is 
sitting at the registration table really equivalent to creating a new education program? Both deserve recognition, but 
should it be the same? 
 
Work of short duration should be acknowledged immediately. At the basic level, a simple “thank you” is often enough. 
Most people don’t expect a plaque for doing small jobs, but they do expect and deserve an expression of thanks. Oral 
expression of thanks at a chapter meeting is appropriate for the people at the registration table, and certainly for those 
who organized the current chapter meeting. A short written thank-you is always appropriate; some of my most treasured 
compliments are thank you cards and e-mails. 
 
Formal letters of acknowledgement are good for greater contribution. These can be a bit tricky; if they come across as a 
form letter the impact is greatly diminished. If the work recognized in the letter is related to the recipient’s job, a copy 
should be sent to the recipient’s employer, on the organization letterhead. This will tell the employer that the employee 
has value in the construction industry, and promote CSI at the same time. 
 
       CONTINUED NEXT PAGE ... 

Curmudgeon's Corner;  
What if you gave a party… 

Sheldon Wolfe, RA, FCSI, CCS, CCCA, became a specifier in 1986. Since 1992, he has written approximately 300 
articles for CSI publications, discussing construction documents and products, computers, the Internet, and CSI    
activities. He recently completed a term as Institute Director; before that, he served seven years on Institute       
Technical Committees, and created a number of websites for CSI chapters. 
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Curmudgeon's Corner;  
What if  you gave a party …  (continued)               by Sheldon Wolfe, RA, FCSI, CCS, CCCA 

 
At some point, plaques become appropriate, but they should be reserved for more important awards. I’m sure the person 
at the registration table would agree that a stack of plaques isn’t really necessary. Presenting too many awards reduces 
their value. 
 
Each year, at the annual convention, CSI honors those who have made significant contributions to the organization. This 
acknowledges the importance of their work and allows members to attend the presentations. The highest of these awards 
and honors are Distinguished or Honorary Membership, the Distinguished Service Award, and the “name” awards -  
Andrew J. Drozda, Ben John Small, Dale C. Moll, J. Norman Hunter, Robert P. Brosseau, and Hans William Meier. I 
won’t go into the requirements - you can read them on the Institute website - except to say that only one of each may be 
awarded each year. 
 
The honor of Fellowship is second only to that of Distinguished Membership. Although there is no limit to the number 
of Fellowships that may be conferred in a single year, few are elected as it is an honor reserved for those who perform 
beyond the call of office, and who have made extraordinary contributions to CSI. 
 
This year, we will honor nine new Fellows, and recipients of only three of the other top awards: Distinguished        
Membership, the Hans William Meier Award, and the Andrew J. Drozda Commendation. I encourage you to learn more 
about each of the awards, and to congratulate recipients in person if possible. 

…and no one came? 
 

It seems reasonable that the more significant the honor, the more dignified the attendant ceremonies would be, the more 
publicity it would receive, and the more members who would want to attend the presentation. Unfortunately, it is       
increasingly difficult to attend the convention’s premier event, the President’s Gala (Honors and Awards Dinner). 
 
In 1999, the first year I attended the Gala, the cost was $60 per person. I recall giving that quite a bit of thought as $60 
isn’t a trivial amount, even today. In 2002, the Gala cost $65, an amount that accurately reflects the increase in the   
Consumer Price Index (CPI) from 1999 to 2002. I don’t remember all the steps in between, but last year a ticket to the 
Gala was $100. According to the CPI, the $60 I paid in 1999 would have grown to only $80. 
 
This year, the price has risen to $125, a 25% increase in one year - even though, according to the Consumer Price Index, 
this year’s ticket should be four dollars less than last year! 
 
This runaway inflation threatens to kill what should be the highlight of the convention. This year I’ll probably miss the 
Gala for the first time since 1999. I’m sure my wife and I can find an excellent dinner for less than the cost of a single 
Gala ticket, and with luck, get back in time to see the investiture of Fellows. Or maybe we’ll just order a pizza and sit in 
the hall. 



President  Kelly Phillips, CSI  501-376-6858  kellyp@ascohardware.net 
 

President Elect  Cynthia Toney, CSI, CDT    501-372-2900  cynthia.toney@cromwell.com 
 

Vice-President  Lori Hagen, CSI, CDT    501-666-6776  LHagen@tmecorp.com 
 

Past President  Mark T. Edds, CSI, CDT, CGP 501-804-7889  medds@weatherizationpartners.com 
 

Secretary  Clark Wood, CSI, CCCA  501-372-2900  clark.wood@cromwell.com 
 

Treasurer  Tim Davis, CSI, CDT  501-374-8677  tdavis@baldwinshell.com 
 

Director: 1-Yr Ind Richard Stenger, CSI, CDT 501-221-9600   Richard.stenger@thyssenkruppelevator.com 
 

Director 1-Yr Prof  Sally R Bowen, CSI, CCS, LEED AP   501-372-0272  sbrppy@sbcglobal.net  
 

Director 2-Yr Ind Jeff Marcussen, CSI, CCCA 501- 374-8677 jmarcussen@baldwinshell.com 
 

Director 2-Yr Prof Veronica Lilly, CSI, CDT  501-374-7829  veronica@rubyarchitects.com 
 

Board Advisor  Doyle Phillips, CSI, CCCA  501-374-8677  dphillips@baldwinshell.com 
 

Board Advisor  Michelle Christen, FCSI, CDT, CCCA   501-666-6776    mchristen@tmecorp.com 
    

Academic Affairs 
  Little Rock—UALR  Kiem Kirkpatrick  501-680-7738  kkirkpatrick@tmecorp.com 
   Fayetteville:   WRITE YOUR NAME HERE 
 

Awards Committee Billy Mathis, CSI , CDT  501-758-7443  bjmathis@taggarch.com 
 

Certification  Doyle Phillips, CSI, CCCA  501-374-8677  dphillips@baldwinshell.com 
 

Education  Michael Sanders, CSI, CCS, CCCA 501-329-5645  s2kmichael@conwaycorp.net 
 

Membership  Jeff Marcussen, CSI, CCCA  501- 374-8677 jmarcussen@baldwinshell.com 
   Richard Stenger, CSI, CDT 501-221-9600   Richard.stenger@thyssenkruppelevator.com 
 

Media Promotion Mark T. Edds, CSI, CDT  501-804-7889  medds@weatherizationpartners.com 
 

Programs   Lori Hagen, CSI, CDT                  501-666-6776  LHagen@tmecorp.com 
 

Fundraising / Golf  Allen Barnhardt, RA, CSI  501-686-5890  barnhardtrallen@uams.edu 
    Sally R Bowen, CSI, CCS, LEED AP 501-372-0272  sbrppy@sbcglobal.net  
 

Planning  Melissa Aguiar, CSI, CCS, MAI, SCIP 501-455-8193  mjaguiar@prodigy.net 
 

Newsletter Editor Cynthia Toney, CSI, CDT  501-372-2900  cynthia.toney@cromwell.com 
 

Technical  Karl Hanson, CSI, CCS, CCCA 501-455-2850  Karl_Hanson@swbell.net 
 

Website  Mark T. Edds, CSI, CDT  501-804-7889  medds@weatherizationpartners.com 
 

Table Tops  Lori Hagen, CSI, CDT                  501-666-6776  LHagen@tmecorp.com 

L I T T L E  R O C K  C S I  C H A P T E R  
O F F I C E R S ,  D I R E C T O R S  A N D  C O M M I T T E E  C H A I R S  2 0 0 8 — 2 0 0 9  
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CHAPTER AWARD NOMINATIONS 
 

The Little Rock Chapter, CSI is a Volunteer Organization.  Being such, the only real method we have to recognize those 
individuals, organizations, or firms who have given this Chapter, the Gulf States Region, and/or the Institute their time, 
efforts, and support, is to recognize them with Awards.  June is historically the time when our Annual Awards Banquet is 
held and starting now till May 18th is when we ask for your help in identifying those individuals deserving of              
recognition.  As we did last year, the Awards Committee is sending out these requests for nominations early to give    
everyone plenty of time to nominate someone they feel are deserving of recognition.  Please help us honor those who 
have been the lifeblood for our chapter for the past twelve months. 

 
Please mark your ballot and fax or email (refer to bottom of the Submission Form) back to the Awards Committee prior 
to May 18, 2009. 
 
CHAPTER SERVICE AWARD – This award is presented to outgoing chapter board members, officers, and committee 
chairmen at the end of their term of service to the chapter.   
 

CHAPTER ORGANIZATIONAL CERTIFICATE OF APPRECIATION - This award is presented to an organization, 
firm, or association that has rendered significant service to the chapter in the advancement of its objectives or in its    
administration 
 

ROOKIE OF THE YEAR - This award is presented to an individual who has rendered distinguished service to the 
chapter in the advancement of its objectives or in its administration and who has not been a member of CSI for more 
than 18 consecutive months. 
 

MEMBER OF THE YEAR - This award is presented to an individual who, above all other chapter members, has    
rendered distinguished service to the chapter in the advancement of its objectives or in its administration. 
 

CHAPTER CERTIFICATE OF APPRECIATION “JOB WELL DONE” AWARD - This award is presented to an 
individual who has rendered significant service beyond that expected of a member to the chapter in the advancement of 
the Chapter’s objectives or in the Chapter’s administration.. 
 

CHAPTER DISTINGUISHED SERVICE “LEADING THE WAY” AWARD – This award is presented to an          
individual who has rendered distinguished service to the chapter in the advancement of its objectives or in its admini-
stration. 
 

LEO JOSEPH HIEGEL PRESIDENT'S AWARD - Presented to any member of the Chapter for distinguished        
contributions to the chapter.  The President of the Chapter selects and presents  this award. 
 
ALBERT R. HIBBS MEDAL - For loyal and dedicated service to the Chapter through contributions to CSI at Chapter, 
Region or Institute levels.  This is the highest award the Chapter gives to a member.  Note: (This award solicits       
nominations from the Chapter, and then is judged by a jury of past recipients) 
 
BETTY C. HAYS MEDAL - This award is presented to an individual who has been identified as living up to the Ideals 
and Standards actively displayed by Betty Hays, FCSI, CCS, SCIP.  While this is a Chapter Award, contributions to CSI 
can be at all levels (Chapter, Region, and/or Institute).  “Leading by Example”, this individual will be one recognized 
throughout the Chapter, Region and even Institute for Chapter Activities and is one who is considered a “Primary    
Support Pillar”.   
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LITTLE ROCK CHAPTER 
ANNUAL CHAPTER AWARDS PROGRAM 
INDIVIDUAL AWARD NOMINATION(S) 

 
 

 
 
*Indicates an award in which a required further nomination package is required including at least one  
page of specific nomination information.  Failure to provide this information could result in a delay in  
consideration for the Award. See next page for attachments. 
 
    Is hereby nominated for the Award checked above.  This nomination is being made  
because of his/her involvement in the Chapter as best described below:  (This should be a short paragraph  
detailing the Member’s involvement with the Chapter and the overall rationale for their nomination for  
this Award.  Be brief but be specific.  Prepare one form for each nominated individual). 
 
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
 
Submitted by:  
       
       
              
Submit all Nomination Packages to:  Billy J. Mathis, CSI, CDT 
      4500 Burrow Drive 
      North Little Rock, Arkansas 72116 
      FAX:     (501) 753-7309 
      EMAIL:   bjmathis@taggarch.com 

 Chapter Service Award  Chapter Distinguished Service Award “Leading 

 Chapter Certificate of Appreciation “Job Well  Chapter Member of Year Award 

 Chapter Organizational Certificate of Appreciation  Chapter Rookie of Year Award 

 * Betty C. Hays Medal 
Use Attached Form for Nomination 

 * Albert R. Hibbs Medal 
Use Attached Form for Nomination 
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Albert R. Hibbs Medal Supplemental Information: 
 

Award Description:  Presented to any Chapter Member for loyal and dedicated service to the Chapter 
through contributions to CSI at Chapter, Region or Institute levels.  This is the highest award the Chapter 
gives to a member. 
 
1. Nominee’s full name:           
 
2. Nominee’s address:           
              
 
3. Nominee’s principal occupation:         
 
 
4. Distinguished service to the construction industry on which the nomination is based: 
 
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
 
 

5. Statement of Nominee’s leadership, spirit, loyalty, and other qualifications which best display    
his/her contributions to the Chapter.  

 
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
 
 
6. Attach supporting documentation as necessary to support the nomination and any letters of         

endorsement which would support this person’s nomination. 
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Betty C. Hays Medal Supplemental Information: 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Award Description:  This award is presented to an individual who has been identified as possessing the  
Ideals and Standards actively displayed by Betty C. Hays FCSI, CCS, SCIP.  While this is a Chapter Award, 
contributions to CSI can be at all levels (Chapter, Region, and/or Institute).  Leading by example, this      
individual will be one recognized throughout the Chapter, Region and Institute for service to CSI and is one 
who is considered an outstanding leader.  Just as Ms. Hays demonstrates structure, follow though, and    
completion, the metal award is a required and completed process in its own right. 

 
1. Nominee’s full name:                      ______ 
 
2. Nominee’s address:           
              
 
3. Nominee’s principal occupation:         
 
4. Distinguished service to the construction industry on which the nomination is based: 
 
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
 
5. Statement of Nominee’s leadership, mentorship, and other qualifications which best display his/her  
       adherence to the standards as displayed by Betty C. Hays FCSI, CCS, SCIP  
 
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
 
6. Attach supporting documentation as necessary to support the nomination and any letters of                             

endorsement which may also be received. 
 



The Committee of  One 
By Gilman Hu, FCSI , AIA 

President, Construction Specifications Institute 

 
Are you a member of a committee of one? Is it because… 
 

1. You feel that only you can get the job done the way you want it done? 
2. Everyone is too remote and it is easier to do it yourself, because by the time you finish telling someone what to 

do and how you want it done, you could have done it yourself? 
3. You are new to this organization, and you don’t know whom to ask for help? 
 

Here are some possible answers to those questions: 
 

1. Try delegating your work. Divide it into smaller assignments. Share your goals and limitations. Set a deadline 
for completion or review. You might be surprised what your team members can come up with. 

2. No one is too remote in this age of technology. E-mails, cell phones, scanning, etc., cost almost nothing and are 
almost instantaneous. 

3. Ask! Whoever gave the assignment to you will help you put your team together. Never accept an assignment 
with the expectation that it is for you to do it by yourself. 

 
A committee, with its many members, can allow you to get work done without getting burned out. And while you’re  
getting your assignment done, you get to network! Remember, the whole often is greater than the sum of its parts. 
When you do things by yourself and you have too much to do, you are not doing yourself any good. It becomes difficult 
to separate volunteer work from your career, and you can’t get sick or take a trip. You are not doing your chapter any 
good either, because you are not training your replacement. CSI wants you to help, and to have a pleasant, positive     
experience doing it. 
 
Think about it. Do you still want to be that committee of one? 
 
The health of an organization is usually determined by how decisions are made and how these decisions are carried out 
by its members. 
 

Aloha, 
Gilman Hu, FCSI  
President, CSI 

 

 

Institute President Gilman K. M. Hu, FCSI, AIA, is an architect in private practice in Honolulu, Hawaii. Since   
joining CSI in 1967 as a charter member of the Honolulu Chapter, he has served in many offices, and has been a 
member of the national Awards Committee, Nominating Committee, and Jury of Fellows. He also is the founder and 
publisher of The Fellows newsletter, which is distributed to CSI’s Fellows. 
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Primary Business Address 
Your Address Line 2 
Your Address Line 3 
Your Address Line 4 

Cromwell Firm 

Little Rock Chapter 
Construction Specifications Institute 
 
Post Office Box 126 
Little Rock, Arkansas 72203 
 
Gulf States Region Website: 
http://www.csiwse.net/csi/11000 

C S I  C O N S T R U C T  2 0 0 9  A N D  
T H E  T F M  S H O W  J U N E  1 6 - 1 9 ,  2 0 0 9  

I N D I A N P O L I S ,  I N D I A N A  

Interested in hosting a Table Top at our next Meeting?  
Contact:  Lori Hagen, CSI, CDT at 501-666-6776  

LHAGEN@TMECORP.COM 

Interested in doing a Presentation at our next Meeting?  
Contact:  Lori Hagen, CSI, CDT at 501-666-6776  

LHAGEN@TMECORP.COM 

Interested in sponsoring the Newsletter? 
Contact:  Doyle Phillips, CSI, CCCA, CPE  501-329-5645;                          

Email: dphillips@baldwinshell.com 

Our Thanks to Capitol Blueprint for doing such a great job of printing for us. 

Interested in providing an article for our next Newsletter? 
Contact:  Cindy Toney, CSI, CDT, Newsletter Editor  501-372-2900;  or 

Sally Bowen, CSI, CCS  501-372-0272 

 
Check out the website: 
www.csiLittlerock.org 

 

Illustration Source:  
http://www.csinet.org/s_csi/sec.asp?TRACKID=&CID=28&DID=28 

ADDRESS SERVICE REQUESTED 
 
FIRST CLASS MAIL 


